Humans think in terms of events and entities. Events provide a natural abstraction of happenings in the real world. The concept of events has a long history in foundational sciences such as philosophy and linguistics. After first developing object-based and entitybased approaches, computer science research is now addressing the concept of events and building many applications that consider events at least as important as objects. Consequently, we find many different solutions and approaches for modeling, detecting, and processing events. In addition, we find different applications that are based on events and that make use of events.
The paper "Abstracting and reasoning over ship trajectories and web data with the Simple Event Model (SEM)" aims at bridging the gap between low-level features and semantics by representing the knowledge at different level of abstraction. To this end, the Simple Event Model (SEM) is proposed and applied for situation awareness in the domain of maritime safety and security. The SEM allows representation of simple behavior events that are captured from processing low-level ship trajectory data. Further aggregation of the simple behavior events and the application of deduction rules and spatial proximity reasoning allow extraction of more abstract events.
Finally, the paper on "Unifying and targeting cultural activities via events modeling and profiling" presents a framework for aggregating, enriching, recommending, and distributing cultural events based on the users' interests. The goal is to provide a usable recommendation platform that allows its users to access useful event information beyond mere retrieval of event information. The aggregated events are published as Linked Open Data and thus can be connected with other event sources on the web.
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